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ABSTRACT. For a contingent valuation (CV) study
of a bundle of water quality improvements, this paper
tests whether the sum of the estimated willingness to
pay (WTP) for each individual part of the package,
evaluated incrementally, equals the estimated WTP
for the entire bundle—as implied by standard utility
theory. This is the first application of the adding-up
test using incremental parts and Carson and Groves’s
(2007) procedures to induce truthful respondents’ answers. The test is failed, which implies that either the
CV method did not elicit truthful answers or that respondents’ true preferences are inconsistent with
standard utility theory. (JEL Q51)

I. INTRODUCTION

Contingent valuation (CV) is a survey procedure designed to estimate respondents’ willingness to pay (WTP) for natural resource services. See Carson and Hanemann (2005) for
a review. One of the most prominent concerns
about CV is whether the estimated WTP from
CV studies varies adequately with the amount,
extent, or, more generally, “scope,” of the environmental good.1 This concern was emphasized by a panel of experts that the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) convened for the purpose of making
recommendations about the reliability of CV.
The panel concluded that they would judge
the findings of a CV study to be unreliable if
it evidenced “inadequate responsiveness to
the scope of the environmental insult,” and
said that the burden of proof “must rest” with

1 Boyle et al. (1994) were among the first to provide
empirical evidence about the relevance of scope and its implications for the reliability of CV estimates, especially for
nonuse, or passive use, values.
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the researchers who designed and implemented the study (Arrow et al. 1993, 37).
Researchers have implemented scope tests
that examine whether the estimated WTP in
CV studies increases (or at least does not decrease) when the scope of environmental
benefits is expanded. See Carson (1997) and
Desvousges, Mathews, and Train (2012) for
reviews. However, passing the scope test (i.e.,
finding that estimated WTP increases with
scope) does not imply that the estimated response is adequate in magnitude. Members of
the expert panel (Arrow et al. 1994, D3) explicitly stated that the scope test does not address their concern about adequacy of response to scope.2
In this paper, we discuss and implement
Diamond et al.’s (1993) adding-up test, which
has important implications for the issue of adequate response. Diamond et al. point out that
standard utility theory implies a relation
called the “adding-up condition,” namely, that
the WTP for one good, plus the WTP for a
second good once the consumer has paid for
and obtained the first one, is necessarily equal
2 “We believe that there is a very sharp contrast between
the basic character of the proposed scope test and the sense
of the NOAA panel. Because of this difference, we do not
think that this test is a proper response to the Panel
report. . . . The report of the NOAA panel calls for survey
results that are ‘adequately’ responsive to the scope of the
environment insult. The proposed scope test is built to assure
that there is a statistically detectable sensitivity to scope.
This is, in our opinion, an improper interpretation of the
word ‘adequately.’ Had the panel thought that something as
straightforward as statistical measurability were the proper
way to define sensitivity, then we would (or should) have
opted for language to that effect” [underlining in the original].

The authors are, respectively, president, W. H. Desvousges and Associates, Raleigh, North Carolina;
owner and principal, Cary, North Carolina; and adjunct professor, Department of Economics, University
of California, Berkeley.
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to the consumer’s WTP for both goods combined. A more precise definition is given in
Section II below; colloquially, the condition
is often expressed as “the whole equals the
sum of the incremental parts,” with “incremental” meaning that the second good is evaluated after having paid for and received the
first good.
Diamond et al.’s test of the adding-up condition is implemented as follows: one group
of respondents is asked their WTP for one
good; a second group is told that this good has
already been provided to them and is asked
their WTP for a second good; then a third
group is asked their WTP for both goods. If
the WTP from the first group plus the WTP
from the second group equals the WTP from
the third group, then the adding-up test is
passed: the WTPs are consistent with the adding-up condition.
The adding-up test can address the NOAA
panel’s concern about adequate response to
differences in scope. If the sum of WTPs for
individual benefits, evaluated incrementally,
equals the WTP for all of them combined (i.e.,
the adding-up test is passed), then the response to differences in scope is clearly adequate. However, if the sum of the estimated
WTPs for the incremental benefits exceeds the
estimated WTP for all of them combined (i.e.,
the adding-up test is failed), then questions
arise about the adequacy of the CV responses
to changes in scope.
Despite the potential value of the test, no
studies since Diamond et al.’s have applied an
adding-up test to incremental parts of public
goods.3 Several studies have examined adding-up for nonincremental benefits.4 In partic3 One study, that of Bateman et al. (1997), applied the
adding-up test to private goods with a bidding-based elicitation procedure in a laboratory setting. We discuss this
study and its implications in Section IV.
4 The studies that examine adding-up on nonincremental
parts include those by Alvarez-Farizo et al. (1999), Bateman, Cameron, and Tsoumas (2008), Christie (2001), de
Zoysa (1995), Macmillan and Duff (1998), Nunes and
Schokkaert (2003), Powe and Bateman (2004), Stevens, Benin, and Larson (1995), Veisten, Hoen and Strand (2004),
White et al. (1997), and Wu (1993). The test failed in all of
these studies except that of Nunes and Schokkaert, who pass
their adding-up test when they use a factor analysis to account for warm glow, and not otherwise. Other studies have
designs that support an adding-up test on nonincremental
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ular, they elicited consumers’ WTP for one
good, the WTP for a second good, and the
WTP for the two goods combined; however,
the WTP for the second good was evaluated
without the consumer having obtained the first
good. The adding-up condition applies only
for goods that are obtained incrementally. As
noted by the authors of these studies, as well
as others, failure of adding-up on nonincremental parts can arise because of diminishing
marginal utility or substitution, both of which
are consistent with standard utility theory. Diamond et al. specified the test for incremental
benefits, such that diminishing marginal utility and substitution, to the extent they exist,
are incorporated into the valuations.
The previous CV studies on adding-up are
potentially problematic for another reason as
well. Carson and Groves (2007) identified features of the CV scenario that are designed to
induce truthful answers from respondents. Except for de Zoysa’s (1995),5 all of the previous
studies that examined the adding-up condition
have used CV methods that differ from those
designed to induce truthfulness. Failures of
the adding-up test in these studies could therefore be attributed to the design of their CV
scenarios.
In this paper, we test the adding-up condition using incremental parts on CV scenarios that are designed to induce truthful answers. To our knowledge, this is the first
investigation that satisfies both these criteria.
We implement the test on a study by Chapman
et al. (2009) that evaluated a restoration program for a specified river system and lake in
Oklahoma. The lake and river system had
been polluted by “chicken litter” that caused
an overgrowth of algae; the study estimated
parts, but the authors do not report the results (Hoevengal
1996; Loomis and González-Cabán 1998; Riddel and
Loomis 1998; Rollins and Lyke 1998; Streever et al. 1998).
5 De Zoysa’s survey asked a referendum-style question,
which is consistent with Carson and Groves’s recommendations, but followed up with an open-ended question asking
respondents to state their maximum WTP, which violates
Carson and Groves’s concepts. If respondents did not anticipate that the follow-up was going to be asked when answering the referendum question (or did not read ahead before answering the referendum question in the mail survey),
then the answers to the referendum question can be considered to be consistent with Carson and Groves’s recommendations.
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the WTP for a program to put alum on the
water to reduce the algae. We chose this study
because it represents the current state-of-theart for CV, and its scenarios were designed to
meet the conditions identified by Carson and
Groves (2007) for truthful answers. Also, the
study had already described its program in incremental parts for the purposes of a scope
test and had developed the survey instrument
for one of these increments (in addition to the
instrument for the program as a whole), with
wording that described to respondents how
the first increment had already been funded
and provided. This feature allowed us to implement an adding-up test with minimal
changes in the questionnaires.
We find that the adding-up condition does
not hold in this study, with the sum of the
WTP for the incremental parts being three
times greater than that for the whole. This result implies that either (1) the CV procedure,
with incremental parts and procedures designed for truthfulness, did not elicit the true
preferences of consumers, or (2) consumers’
true preferences are not consistent with standard utility theory.
II. THE ADDING-UP TEST

Diamond et al. (1993) explain the addingup test through analogy:
For instance, consider asking one group of people
how much they are willing to pay for a cup of coffee.
Ask a second group how much they would be willing
to pay just for a doughnut if they already had been
given a cup of coffee. Ask a third group how much
they would be willing to pay for a cup of coffee and
a doughnut. The value obtained from the third group
should equal the sum of the values obtained from the
first two groups if the answers people give reflect underlying economic preferences. (p. 48)

More formally, let e(x,y,p,u) be the consumer’s expenditure function at prices p for
private goods, utility level u, and levels x and
y of two public goods. Consider a program
that increases the quantity of the public goods
from x 0 to x 1 and y 0 to y 1. WTP for this improvement is defined as WTP(x 1,y 1⎪x 0,y 0) ≡
e(x 0,y 0,p,u) − e(x 1, y 1,p,u). Adding and subtracting terms gives
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WTP(x1,y1⎪x0,y0) = e(x0,y0,p,u) − e(x1,y0,p,u)
+ e(x1,y0,p,u) − e(x1,y1,p,u)
≡ WTP(x1,y0⎪x0,y0) + WTP(x1,y1⎪x1,y0),

which is the adding-up condition. The same
relation occurs for a program that increases
x 0 to x 1 without changing y, with the increments defined by an intermediate level x i with
x 0 < x i < x 1. Note that the only assumptions
that are required for the adding-up condition
are those required for the existence of the expenditure function.
The adding-up test extends the scope test
in an informative way. For the standard scope
test, one group of respondents is asked about
their WTP for a specified set of benefits,
WTP(x 1,y 1⎪x 0,y 0), and a second group is
asked about their WTP for a subset of these
benefits, for example, WTP(x 1,y 0⎪x 0,y 0).
The adding-up test is implemented by also
asking another group of respondents about
their WTP for the benefits included in the
first set but excluded from the second set,
with the benefits defined incrementally, that
is, WTP(x 1,y 1⎪x 1,y 0).
This extension resolves the uncertainties
that arise in interpreting scope test results.
Suppose, for example, that the scope test is
passed when comparing WTP(x 1,y 1⎪x 0,y 0),
with WTP(x 1,y 0⎪x 0,y 0). As stated above,
this result does not imply that the magnitude
of the estimated difference is adequate. The
adding-up test provides a means to evaluate
the magnitude of this difference, by testing
whether it equals the directly estimated
WTP(x 1,y 1⎪x 1,y 0). Suppose instead that the
scope test fails. As stated above, diminishing
marginal utility and substitution can cause
little or no response, which can lead to failure of the scope test. The adding-up test assesses whether the failure reflects these
kinds of preferences, by determining
whether WTP(x 1,y 1⎪x 1,y 0) is sufficiently
small.6
6 The adding-up condition does not contradict the fact
that goods are often priced with bundled discounts, under
which buying each good individually costs more in total than
buying the goods as a bundle. The adding-up condition describes the amount that consumers are willing to pay, while
the pricing mechanism describes the amount that consumers
are required to pay. In fact, marketers exploit consumers’
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Haab et al. (2013, 10) state that the addingup test imposes additional structure on preferences beyond that imposed by the scope test
and that the additional structure is unnecessary. For the scope test, they say, “A simple
theoretical model of WTP, a difference in expenditure functions with changes in quality or
quantity, can be used to show that WTP is
nondecreasing in quality or quantity (Whitehead, Haab, and Huang 1998).” The same
theoretical model, with differences in expenditure functions (as described above), is all
that is needed to show the adding-up condition. The assumptions that Whitehead, Haab,
and Huang (1998) use to show nonnegative
scope effects for the scope test are sufficient
to show the adding-up condition for the adding-up test. No additional assumptions or
structure is required.7
The adding-up test examines a different
implication of utility theory than the scope
test, which might explain Haab et al.’s concern. However, the difference constitutes one
of the potential values of the test: the addingup test can address the issue that NOAA’s expert panel enumerated, while the scope test
does not. Given that the panel said that the
burden of proof “must rest” on the researcher,
the adding-up test seems particularly useful.
More generally, the adding-up test can be
considered similar to the research on the WTP
adding-up condition when offering bundled prices. For example, suppose a consumer is willing to pay $7 for one unit
of a good, and $5 for a second unit once the first unit is
obtained. By the adding-up condition, the consumer is willing to pay $12 for two units. With nonbundled pricing, the
seller can price at $7, sell one unit to this customer, and
make $7 in revenue; or price at $5, sell two units, and make
revenue of $10. However, by offering a bundled price of two
units for $12, the seller sells two units and obtains revenues
of $12. If the consumer’s WTP for the two units incrementally exceeded the amount the consumer is willing to pay for
both units together (in violation of the adding-up condition),
then the seller could not make as much, or any, extra revenue
though bundling.
7 Using their notation, Whitehead, Haab, and Huang define ΔWTP = WTP1,2 − WTP2 and show that ΔWTP =
e(p1,p2,q1,q2∗,u) − e(p1,p2,q1∗,q2∗,u) and then ΔWTP ≥ 0
under the standard assumptions of utility theory. By the definition of WTP, this second equation shows that ΔWTP is
the WTP for 1 given 2, which can be denoted WTP1⎪2. Their
first equation then becomes WTP1⎪2 = WTP1,2 − WTP2,
which is the adding-up condition. No new assumptions have
been introduced.
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and willingness to accept (WTA) discrepancy.
Haab et al. (2013, 8) note that evidence of a
WTP/WTA disparity is “a call for the curious
researcher to more closely examine the assumptions and structures leading to these
seemingly anomalous results.” The adding-up
test can be seen as a similar call to researchers
to identify when and why these seemingly
anomalous results arise and to expand our traditional theory and/or elicitation methods to
include them.
III. POTENTIAL DIFFICULTIES IN
IMPLEMENTING THE ADDING-UP
TEST

There are several potential difficulties that
must be addressed in implementing an adding-up test. Haab et al. (2013) describe these
issues and seem to suggest that the potential
problems are so great that they outweigh the
potential benefits of the test. We believe that
these issues need to be considered on a caseby-case basis. In the paragraphs below, we describe these potential difficulties and how they
are addressed in our application.
Cognitive Burden

The test requires that one part of the package of benefits be valued by respondents who
are told that they already received another
part. In many situations, this type of conditioning can be difficult for respondents to understand. In our application, we have been
able to avoid this potential difficulty. One of
the reasons we chose the Chapman et al. study
is that its design is amenable to descriptions
of incremental parts. As discussed below, the
surveys for the incremental parts are the same
from the respondents’ perspective as the survey for the whole. No additional cognitive
burden is imposed. In the original study for
the base program (the whole), the years in
which recovery will occur with and without
the proposed intervention were stated to respondents. We simply changed these stated
years for each of the incremental parts. In fact,
this change in stated years was used in the
original study for differentiating its scope and
base versions, which gave us the idea that
other increments could be defined similarly.
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In other applications, describing increments
might be more difficult. But it can be useful
to identify studies, like Chapman et al.’s, in
which the increments can be described without undue additional burden, and to apply
adding-up tests in these applications.
Income Effects

Ideally, respondents who are asked to evaluate the remaining part of the benefit bundle
would have already paid for and received the
first part of the bundle. The income effect is
the recognition that if the respondent has already paid for the first part, then the available
income on which he will state his WTP for
the second part is reduced by the amount paid
for the first part. Implementing such a payment is difficult and perhaps impossible in a
survey setting. However, empirical methods
can be applied to address the issue. We apply
these methods in our application, as did Bateman et al. (1997) in theirs. Note that if there
are no income effects on WTP, then not conditioning on the payment does not affect the
results of the analysis. In many situations, respondents’ WTP for the goods in question is
sufficiently small relative to their income such
that income effects can reasonably be assumed to be negligible within that range (Diamond 1996). If potential income effects are
a concern, the relation of respondents’ incomes to their survey responses can be estimated. If income effects are found to exist,
then the adding-up test can be implemented
twice: once with the original responses and
once with responses that are predicted at
lower income levels to represent the WTP for
the parts that are conditioned upon. In our application, we predict the votes at a lower income for each respondent. Since the estimated
income effects are sufficiently small in our application, the predicted and actual votes are
the same, such that the prediction under lower
income did not change the results of the adding-up test.
Provision Mechanism

Respondents might value a prospective
good differently based on the way that a prior
good is provided. For example, a prior good
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provided by nature can be viewed differently
than the same good provided through human
intervention, and this difference might affect
the respondents’ WTP for a prospective
good.8 In our application, the prior and prospective goods are both provided by government programs (though different kinds of programs), and so there is less difference in the
provision mechanism than between nature and
human intervention. Also, in the original survey, the base program (the whole) was conditioned on government programs that provided prior benefits, with this conditioning
described to respondents; the conditioning for
the increments in our study takes the same
form.
As Diamond (1996) originally pointed out,
if respondents did indeed value a prospective
good differently based on the provision
method for a prior good, then their preferences would not be consistent with standard
utility theory. In contrast, Hanemann (1994),
for example, argues that any factor may be a
permissible element of consumers’ utility. He
does not, however, describe how normative
allocation procedures can be derived in such
an economic system.
Cost

The adding-up test is usually more expensive to apply than a scope test because it requires at least one more subsample. Fielding
the survey is only one element of the overall
cost of a project, and so a study with, for example, three subsamples is not 50% more expensive than a study with two subsamples. In
our application, the cost of fielding one additional subsample increased the overall cost
by less than 5%. Given that the adding-up test
potentially addresses the expert panel’s concern about adequate response while the scope
test does not, and that the burden of meeting
the panel’s concern “must rest” with the re8 It is not clear what the direction of effect would be:
does valuing the prior good differently because of its provision method raise or lower the respondent’s WTP for the
prospective good? The different valuation of the prior good
would need to raise the respondents’ WTP of the prospective
good in order to induce false failures of the adding-up test.
The opposite would cause false acceptances of the addingup test.
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searcher, the extra cost seems justified, at least
in some studies.
IV. REVIEW OF PAST STUDIES OF
ADDING-UP ON INCREMENTAL PARTS

We searched the natural resource valuation
literature and could find only four studies
whose designs permit an adding-up test on incremental parts: Samples and Hollyer (1990),
Binger, Copple, and Hoffman (1995a, 1995b),
Diamond et al. (1993), and Bateman et al.
(1997). In the first two of these, the authors
did not test for statistical significance or present results that allow readers to perform it.
The first three studies are for public goods using CV, and the fourth is for private goods
using an experimental setting for elicitation of
WTP. We describe all four below.
Samples and Hollyer (1990) investigated
whether the presence of substitutes or complements affected WTP values. In their design, respondents are first asked their WTP to
save one type of marine mammal from a fatal
disease and subsequently asked the additional
amount they would pay to save a second type
of mammal from the same disease, assuming
that the first mammal is saved. A separate
sample is asked their WTP to save both types
of marine mammals simultaneously. They
found that the sum of the WTPs for each
mammal when asked incrementally greatly
exceeded the WTP for the two mammals
when asked about them together. Samples and
Hollyer (1990) do not report the necessary statistical information to determine whether the
difference is statistically significant.
Binger, Copple, and Hoffman (1995a,
1995b) also utilized a design that is amenable
to an adding-up test. Their questionnaire first
tells respondents about 57 different wilderness areas in four western states. In split samples, one group of respondents is first asked
for their willingness to protect a specified wilderness area from timber harvests. Subsequently, that same group of respondents is
asked for their WTP to protect the additional
56 wilderness areas, assuming that the first
area is already protected. A separate sample
of respondents is asked for their WTP to protect all 57 wilderness areas. They find that the
sum of the average WTPs obtained from the
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first sample exceeds the average WTP from
the second sample. However, like Samples
and Hollyer (1990), these authors do not provide the necessary information that would reveal whether the difference is statistically significant.
Diamond et al. (1993) administered CV
questionnaires to split samples of respondents
that elicited their WTP to preserve specific
wilderness areas, controlling for incremental
parts by offering the various split samples different numbers of wilderness areas that are already being developed. Their design allowed
for two different adding-up tests, one with two
parts and one with three parts. The results of
the tests are mixed. The two-part test passes
(the incremental parts add up to the total),
while the three-part test fails (the incremental
parts do not add up to the total).
In summary, of the three studies using CV
on public goods, all three found that the sum
of WTP for the incremental parts exceeded the
WTP for the whole. Only one of the three
studies (Diamond et al.’s) tested whether the
difference was statistically significant, finding
that the adding-up test failed in their three-part
test and passed in their two-part test.
In addition to the three studies of public
goods, there has been one study of adding-up
of incremental parts with private goods. Bateman et al. (1997) used bidding in an experimental laboratory setting to measure respondents’ WTP or WTA for vouchers for two
components of a meal (the main course and
dessert). Respondents were given an endowment of money and vouchers (one, two, or
none). To elicit WTP for a voucher, respondents who had not been given that voucher
were told that they would need to state their
WTP, and then a random number would be
drawn as the price of the voucher; if their
stated WTP exceeded the randomly drawn
price, then they would obtain the voucher at
that price. WTP for both vouchers and WTA
were elicited similarly. Four adding-up tests
were applied based on WTP and WTA in each
direction of conditioning. In all four comparisons they found that the sum of the WTP/
WTA for the vouchers individually, when
treated incrementally, exceeded the WTP/
WTA for the two vouchers together. The difference was statistically significant for three
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of the comparisons (rejecting adding-up) and
not significant for the fourth (one of the WTP
comparisons).9
As is the case for CV, the failures of adding-up found by Bateman et al. can be attributed to the elicitation method or because consumers’ preferences do not adhere to the
adding-up condition. Regarding the elicitation
method, their experimental design might have
introduced an effect that is similar to the
“warm glow” that can arise in CV.10 In particular, respondents may obtain some enjoyment
from winning vouchers in each bid, independent of the value of the vouchers themselves.11 The small amount of money being
bid, the fact that each respondent was given
money by the experimenter to spend in bidding, and the use of random draws to determine whether the respondent wins all contribute to a gamelike quality of the exercise.12
This warm glow of winning vouchers would
cause the adding-up test to fail even if the true
values of the vouchers themselves adhere to
the adding-up condition. Alternatively, their
results, as the authors say, “may be a symptom
of some fundamental property of individuals’
preferences which conventional consumer
theory does not allow for” (p. 331).
The amount by which the sum of the parts
exceeds the whole is substantially smaller in
Bateman et al.’s study than in the studies, including ours, of CV for public goods. Bateman et al. find that the sum of the parts exceeded the whole by 5.3% to 16% in their
experimental bidding for private goods, while
we find that the sum of the parts in our CV
study of a public good exceeds the whole by
more than 200%. This comparison suggests
9 The authors recently corrected the t-statistics in their
table 3 (personal communication.) The corrected t-statistics,
in order of the rows in table 3, are 2.55, 0.96, 2.98, and 2.23.
10 “Warm glow” refers to the idea that respondents obtain satisfaction from expressing support for an environmental improvement, independent of their value of the improvement itself.
11 Where winning vouchers means getting or keeping
the vouchers in each potential trade.
12 As the authors describe: “Each subject faced a screen,
rather like a roulette wheel, around which were located a
range of prices at which the trade might conceivably be carried out. . . . A ‘ball’ then circled around the wheel and
alighted at one sum at random” (p. 326).
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that deviations from the adding-up condition—whether they arise from the elicitation
method or from true preferences—are less severe with experimental bidding for private
goods than with CV methods for public
goods. More research is needed on adding-up,
for both private and public goods and (if possible) with different elicitation methods, to assess the reasons and magnitudes of deviations
from the adding-up condition.
V. THE ORIGINAL STUDY

The study of Chapman et al. (2009, hereafter “the Study”) provides the basis for implementing the adding-up test. It was conducted by some of the most experienced
researchers in the field and was funded at a
sufficient level (over $2 million) to allow extensive design and revision of the various aspects of the study, including focus groups and
pretesting of the instruments. It followed the
procedures suggested by Carson and Groves
(2007) that are intended to induce truthfulness; indeed, it is one of only three CV studies
(that test for sensitivity to scope) to date to do
so.13 Its results served as the basis of expert
testimony about damages in a court case,
which is one of the most prominent purposes
for which natural resource damages are calculated.
The goal of the Study was “to measure natural resource damages associated with excess
phosphorus from poultry waste and other
sources entering the Illinois River system
[within Oklahoma] and Tenkiller Lake.” The
phosphorus creates excess algae that deplete
the oxygen in the water, which is needed by
aquatic species to survive. Respondents were
informed that the state was taking measures
to stop the spreading of poultry litter but that
this action would not restore the lake and
river14 for a considerable period of time. Respondents were told that restoration could be
13 The others are Carson et al.’s (1994) and (possibly)
de Zoysa’s (1995). Desvousges, Mathews, and Train (2012)
identify several other papers that nearly adhere to the Carson
and Groves procedures.
14 For linguistic convenience, we refer to “the Illinois
River system within Oklahoma” as “the river.”
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hastened by putting alum (described as a naturally occurring mineral that is safe for humans) on the land and in the water, which
binds to the phosphorus, rendering it harmless. In a referendum-type question, respondents were asked about their WTP for a program of alum treatment.
Two scenarios were specified and administered to two separate sets of respondents.
For the “base” scenario, respondents were told
that the ongoing actions of the state to reduce
further pollution would restore the river to a
natural state in 50 years and restore the lake
in 60 years. With alum treatments in addition
to these actions, the river would be restored
in 10 years instead of 50, which is 40 years
earlier, and the lake would be restored in 20
years instead of 60, which is also 40 years
earlier.
A “scope” scenario with reduced benefits
was specified for the purposes of a standard
scope test. Under the scope scenario, the impact of the state’s current actions and the alum
program were both specified differently than
in the base scenario. Respondents were told
that the state’s current actions would restore
the river in 10 years and the lake in 60 years.
The alum treatment was for the lake, making
its recovery “somewhat faster.” In particular,
respondents were told that, with alum treatment of the lake, the lake would be restored
in 50 years instead of 60 years, which is 10
years earlier. Note that the accelerated river
restoration, which in the base scenario occurred as a result of the proposed alum treatments, occurs in the scope scenario as part of
the state’s current actions.
Given the base and scope scenarios, the
Study’s design represents three incremental
parts:
1. Restoration of the river in 10 years instead of
50
2. Restoration of the lake in 50 years instead of
60, given A
3. Restoration of the lake in 20 years instead of
50, given A and B

The base scenario is A, B, and C combined,
and the scope scenario is B with its conditioning on A described to respondents.
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VI. ADAPTATION FOR ADDING-UP
TEST

We expanded the number of increments
from three to four for the following reason.
Note that the Study’s scope scenario provides
only 10 years of faster restoration starting 50
years in the future. We were interested in
whether respondents can differentiate distant
times in their valuations. To address this question, we created another increment of lake restoration that provides only 10 years of faster
restoration (like the scope scenario) but starts
in 40 years instead of 50 years. Table 1 describes the resulting set of scenarios, and Figure 1 depicts them graphically.
For the “whole” and second increment, we
used the Study’s survey instruments. For the
first, third, and fourth increments, we modified its instruments as little as possible to represent these situations.15 As discussed above,
an important issue in adding-up tests is how
to describe to respondents the conditioning on
prior parts. We used the procedure that the
Study utilized for the second increment (its
scope scenario). In particular, the conditioning
for each increment is straightforward with this
Study because respondents are already told
that the state’s current actions to prevent further pollution will restore the river and lake
in some stated number of years for each. The
numbers of years are changed for each version
of the instrument to represent the conditioning. For the whole and the first increment, respondents are told 50 years for the river and
60 years for the lake. For the second increment, the years are 10 and 60, respectively.
For the third increment, 10 and 50 years. And
for the fourth increment, 10 and 40 years.
Note that the conditioning in each increment provides the same service as in the
whole (accelerated river and/or lake restoration), but not through exactly the same form
15 The Study provided considerable background information to respondents to allow them to place the alum program in context. We provided the same background information to respondents of the increment versions. For
interested readers, the survey used in the Study is described
by Chapman et al. (2009). The instruments that we used are
available from the authors on request.
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TABLE 1
Questionnaire Versions
Version
Whole: River + Lake

First increment: River

Second increment: Lake
10 years
Third increment: Lake 10
more years
Fourth increment: Lake
20 more years

Description
WTP for accelerating the restoration of the lake from 60 years to
20 years (40 years sooner) and accelerating the restoration of
the river from 50 years to 10 years (40 years sooner), given
that the state’s current actions will induce the river to be
restored in 50 years and the lake to be restored in 60 years
WTP for accelerating the restoration of the river from 50 years to
10 years (40 years sooner), given that the state’s current
actions will induce the river to be restored in 50 years and the
lake to be restored in 60 years
WTP for accelerating the restoration of the lake from 60 years to
50 years (10 years sooner), given that the state’s current
actions will induce the river to be restored in 10 years and the
lake to be restored in 60 years
WTP for accelerating the restoration of the lake from 50 years to
40 years (10 years sooner), given that the state’s current
actions will induce the river to be restored in 10 years and the
lake to be restored in 50 years
WTP for accelerating the restoration of the lake from 40 years to
20 years (20 years sooner), given that the state’s current
actions will induce the river to be restored in 10 years and the
lake to be restored in 40 years

Note: WTP, willingness to pay.

FIGURE 1
Incremental Parts of Accelerated Restoration

of provision as in the whole (the state’s actions to prevent pollution rather than alum
treatments). Both forms of provision are
through actions by the state, but the prior increments are obtained through current government actions, while the prospective ones are
obtained through the new alum program.
We administered the questionnaires
through the Internet, a procedure that is increasingly common in nonmarket valuation
surveys (Berrens et al. 2004; Banzhaf et al.
2006; Fleming and Bowden 2009; Windle and
Rolfe 2011). In addition to the lower cost rela-

tive to in-person interviews, Internet surveys
have the advantage of seamless incorporation
of diagrams, photos, and other visual aids.
Our practice differs from the Study, which
conducted in-person interviews. The difference largely reflects a difference in purpose.
The Study was estimating damages for litigation purposes, for which the sample needs
to be representative of the target population.
Our purpose is to assess whether CV responses are adequately sensitive to differences in scope, and our findings are relevant
at least to our experimental samples.
We took several steps to adapt the Study’s
in-person questionnaire to an Internet survey.
First, we conducted 105 cognitive, in-person
interviews, using several versions of the questionnaire, to better appreciate how people answered the questions, which informed our
structuring of the on-line versions. Second,
we pretested two on-line versions of the questionnaire with 79 respondents, all of whom
were able to complete the survey without the
aid of an interviewer. Third, we added an opportunity for the on-line respondents to provide open-ended comments at the end of the
questionnaire, and nearly all of these open-
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TABLE 2
Demographic Variables by Subsample
Subsample
Demographics
Percent male
Percent college
graduate
Percent strong
environmentalist
Average age (years)
Average income
(dollars)
Sample size

Whole

First
Increment

Second
Increment

Third
Increment

Fourth
Increment

33
28

27
28

33
30

34
27

29
34

14

15

8

12

13

46
42,900

49
44,300

47
43,700

48
40,400

48
43,800

172

293

159

174

182

ended responses indicated that the respondents considered the questionnaire to be understandable and enjoyable.
To implement the adding-up test, we
fielded five versions of the questionnaire,
which are described in Table 1. We randomly
assigned to each respondent one of the six
bids ($10, $45, $80, $125, $205, and $405)
used in the Study, as well as one of the five
versions.
The surveys were fielded between November 2011 and March 2012. For our primary
analysis, we excluded some responses. First,
we excluded respondents who spent less than
15 minutes or more than 120 minutes completing the survey. In the first case, we did not
believe that respondents could carefully consider the full content of the questionnaire in
such a short amount of time. When respondents took more than 120 minutes to complete
the questionnaire, we believed that they likely
walked away from their computer during the
course of the survey, such that we could not
know whether they had actually spent at least
15 minutes on the task. We also eliminated the
14 respondents who did not answer the openended question about why they voted for or
against the proposed program to accelerate
restoration, because we were concerned that
including respondents who gave no reasons
could bias the results against a finding of adequate, or reasonable, response to scope. After
these eliminations, the primary analysis contained 980 responses across the five versions.
We compared the subsamples to determine
whether there were significant differences

among them. The demographic characteristics
of each subsample are given in Table 2. On
visual inspection, the subsamples seem to be
similar, as would be expected from the fact
that respondents were selected randomly for
the subsamples. We performed one-way ANOVA tests of equality of the demographic
means across subsamples. In all cases, the hypothesis of no difference could not be rejected
at usual confidence levels.
VII. RESULTS

We first report on the traditional scope tests
for each of the four increments (separately)
relative to the whole. We use the same nonparametric approach used by the Study. Specifically, we compare the percentage of respondents who voted for the program at each
bid and use a Wald test to test jointly whether
the differences are statistically significant. Table 3 shows the details. The hypothesis of no
difference is rejected twice (for the second
and third increments, which pass the scope
test)16 and accepted twice (for the first and
fourth increments, which fail the scope test).
To estimate WTP associated with each of
the versions, we used the ABERS nonparametric estimator (Ayer et al. 1955), the same
as the Study. Table 4 shows the summary sta-

16 The Study’s scope test is equivalent to our second
increment relative to the whole, which was passed, the same
as we find.
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TABLE 3
Percent of Respondents Voting for the Alum Treatments

Bid
10
45
80
125
205
405
Wald test
F-statistic
p-Value

Whole: River
+ Lake
68.0
60.6
69.2
50.0
44.8
45.2

Second
Increment:
Lake 10
Years

First
Increment:
River
74.5
58.3
64.6
57.4
38.9
40.0
0.23

50.0
37.5
29.2
42.9
24.0
15.4
3.98

0.9674

0.0007

Third
Increment:
Lake 10
More Years
82.8
48.1
32.3
23.1
40.7
35.3
2.71
0.0139

Fourth
Increment:
Lake 20
More Years
72.7
44.0
64.9
62.5
35.7
40.7
0.56
0.7634

TABLE 4
WTP Estimates
Version
Whole: River + Lake
First increment: River
Second increment: Lake 10 years
Third increment: Lake 10 more years
Fourth increment: Lake 20 more years

Mean WTP
(dollars)

Std. Err.

95% CI (dollars)

200
187
97
144
181

17.71
12.31
13.73
15.34
18.69

165–235
163–211
70–124
114–174
144–218

Note: CI, confidence interval; WTP, willingness to pay.

tistics for each of the versions.17 Given the
interval nature of the data, we used bootstrapping techniques (Efron 1982; Davison and
Hinkley 1997) to determine whether these
WTP values are statistically different from
each other. The WTP differences are consistent with the test of proportions in Table 3
above. Specifically, WTP for the whole is statistically different from the WTP for the second and third increments and is not statistically different from the WTP for the first and
fourth increments.
The adding-up test is based on the mean
WTP values displayed in Table 4. The sum of
the four increments totals $609 ( = 187 + 97
+ 144 + 181), which is about three times as
17 For the whole, the Study’s mean is $184. For the second increment, the Study’s mean is $138. Our and the
Study’s confidence intervals overlap. The similarity of results suggests that our application of the survey in Internet
form, and the passage of time since the original Study, did
not materially affect the responses. It does not suggest that
either set of responses is reliable as a measure of WTP, just
that similar surveys induce similar responses.

large as the value of the whole ($200). We
applied the bootstrap to simulate the sampling
distribution of the difference between the
mean WTP for the whole and the sum of the
mean WTP from the four increments. The
99% confidence interval does not contain
zero, such that the hypothesis of equality is
rejected: the responses fail the adding-up test.
We conducted several types of sensitivity
analyses. To investigate whether our results
would change if sample sizes were larger, we
refielded the second increment version, which
was the Study’s scope version, with a larger
sample size: nearly 500 respondents after exclusions. The mean WTP for this refielded
version is $103, which is not statistically different from the $97 in Table 4. We also included respondents who took 10 to 14 minutes
to complete the survey, which increased the
sample size across the five versions from 980
to 1,106. With these higher sample sizes, our
results do not change. Finally, we also applied
poststratification weights to our respondents’
answers to reflect the population in terms of
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gender, age, and education. This weighting
does not change the results of the adding-up
test. With the weighted data, the ratio of the
sum of the parts to the whole is still larger
than 3 to 1.
As discussed above, the second and third
increments both provide 10 years of faster
lake restoration, but starting at different times
in the future. If consumers discount appropriately, the third increment should be valued
more than the second increment, since the
benefits in the third increment start sooner
than those in the second increment. The estimates in Table 4 conform to this expectation.
These values are not statistically different
from each other at the 95% level but are different at the 90% level.
VIII. INCOME EFFECTS

As discussed above, in an ideal adding-up
test, the incremental specification of benefits
would reduce respondents’ income by their
WTP for prior parts before they evaluate a
prospective part. If there were no income effects in the relevant range, then not reducing
respondents’ incomes does not affect their
valuations. We tested for the existence of income effects. In particular, we estimated binary logit models of whether the respondent
answered “yes” or “no” to the referendum
question (i.e., voted for or against the program
at the specified cost.) We included the cost
that the respondent faced, as well as income
and other demographics. The results are given
in Table 5 for the entire sample. Income enters
with a t-statistic of 0.95, such that the hypothesis of no income effects cannot be rejected.
The point estimate of the impact of income on
response is exceedingly small. We also estimated the model for each subsample separately. In all models (not shown), the income
coefficient was insignificant. The point estimate was positive in four of the subsamples
and negative in one, and very small in magnitude in all subsamples.
We used the estimated model in Table 5 to
simulate the impact of a decrease in income
for the respondents who faced an increment
that conditioned on a prior increment, that is,
who faced the second, third, and fourth increments. (Respondents who faced the whole and
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TABLE 5
Logit Model of Yes/No Vote
Estimated
Coef.
Cost (dollars)
Income (thousands of dollars)
Age
Male
College graduate
Concerned about environment
Whole
First increment
Second increment
Third increment
Fourth increment
Log-likelihood
Sample size

Std. Err.

− 0.0031
0.0005
0.0022
0.0023
− 0.0025
0.0046
− 0.1039
0.1506
− 0.3278
0.1636
1.0609
0.2205
0.6744
0.2870
0.6680
0.2763
− 0.3791
0.2969
0.1582
0.2908
0.6654
0.2875
− 608.502
950

the first increment had no prior benefits upon
which to condition.) The simulation was performed as follows.
Let U n(y n) be person n’s utility from the
benefits that were described to the person, net
of the cost that was specified, given an income
of y n.18 As usual for derivation of choice
models, utility is decomposed into a part observed by the researcher and an unobserved
part: U n(y n) = V n(y n) + ε n. Assuming that ε n
has a logistic distribution, the probability that
the person votes “yes” is
P n(y n) = Prob(U n(y n) > 0) = Prob(ε n > − V n(y n))
1
=
1+e

− V n (y n )

.

This probability was used for the model in
Table 5, which gives the estimate of V n(y n).
Consider now the person’s choice if the
original income is lower by deduction d. Utility is U n(y n − d) = V n(y n − d) + ε n, and the
probability of voting “yes” is P n(y n − d) =
1/(1 + e − V n(y n − d) ). This is the unconditional
probability; however, we observe whether respondents voted “yes” or “no” at their original
income, and this information can be used to
provide a better estimate of the probability of
voting “yes” at the lower income. For respon18 The utility function might take the form U (y ) =
n n
α(WTP n(y n) − c n), where c n is the program costs that the
person faced and WTP is random from the researcher’s perspective.
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dents who voted “no” at their original income,
the conditional probability of voting “yes” at
a lower income is zero (assuming income effects are nonnegative.) For respondents who
voted “yes” at their original income, the conditional probability of voting “yes” at a lower
income is
Prob(U n(y n − d) > 0⎪U n(y n) > 0) =
Prob(U n(y n − d) > 0)∗Prob(U n(y n) > 0⎪U n(y n − d) > 0)
Prob(U n(y n) > 0)
Prob(U n(y n − d) > 0)
Prob(U n(y n) > 0)

=

1 + e − Vn(y n)
=

.
1 + e − V n(y n − d)

We calculated the conditional probabilities of
voting “yes” if d were deducted from the income for all respondents who voted “yes” at
their original income. We then simulated each
of these respondents’ votes by taking a draw
from a uniform distribution and changing the
“yes” vote to “no” if the draw for that respondent exceeded the conditional probability. We
set d = $1,000, which is far greater than the
largest cost that was presented to anyone.
Among respondents who voted “yes” at
their original income, the conditional probability of voting “yes” at the lower income is,
on average, 99.89%. With such a high probability, no respondents were simulated to
change their vote from “yes” to “no” at the
lower income. This result, of course, is due to
the fact that the estimated income effect is so
small. If there had been a difference between
the simulated and original votes, then the adding-up test could be applied to the simulated
votes and the results compared to those, described above, for the original votes.
IX. DISCUSSION

The scope test has been applied as a means
to ascertain whether CV results reflect economic preferences. However, passing the
scope test does not imply that the magnitude
of the estimated response is adequate, and
scope test failures can be explained by certain
conditions that are consistent with economic
theory. As an additional step to resolve these
uncertainties, and to address the NOAA ex-
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pert panel’s concern about adequate response
to scope changes, we recommend the addingup test of Diamond et al. (1993).
Building on a CV study by Chapman et al.
(2009) that already contained incremental
parts, we expanded the study to contain a full
set of incremental parts and then applied an
adding-up test. We found that the adding-up
condition does not hold for the CV results: the
sum of the estimated WTPs for the incremental parts greatly exceeds the estimated WTP
for the whole. Our results mirror the conclusions of Diamond et al. (1993) using CV on
public goods, and of Bateman et al. (1997)
using a laboratory setting on private goods.
As discussed above, failure of the addingup test in our study can indicate that the CV
procedure is not obtaining truthful answers
from respondents, and/or that consumers’
preferences are not consistent with standard
utility theory. In regard to truthfulness, unlike
previous studies of adding-up for public
goods, we used CV scenarios that adhere to
Carson and Groves’s (2007) recommendations to induce truthful answers from respondents. So either the Carson and Groves procedures do not actually induce truthfulness, or
respondents’ truthful answers are not consistent with the adding-up condition.
Behavioral theories may be useful in understanding the sources and patterns of responses and might provide a behavioral explanation for failures of the adding-up test.
Bateman et al. (2004), Powe and Bateman
(2004), and Heberlein et al. (2005) provide
explanations for scope test failures that might
also be applicable to the adding-up test. As
well as developing the explanations, steps are
needed to derive an expanded theory of welfare that incorporates these explanations, or
elicitation methods that avoid the behaviors.
Bateman (2011) suggests tests that complement the adding-up test and could be explored. Diamond (1996) proposed methods
based on properties of the second derivatives
of utility, which, to our knowledge, have not
been implemented in empirical work. We endorse more research along these lines to develop and apply other tests of the consistency
of responses with standard utility theory and,
insofar as inconsistencies are found, to de-
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velop methods that account for them and theories that explain them.
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